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Headquartered in Houston, Texas, VAM USA, the leading supplier of premium threaded connections for the oil and gas industry in the USA, continuously extends its product 
offerings in response to the fast-growing demand for premium connections, and provides today a complete set of solutions to both the Shale Plays and the Gulf of Mexico. VAM 
USA product lines include Threaded and Coupled, Flush and Semi Flush integral joints for carbon, alloy, and stainless steel tubing and casing, that meet or exceed the technical 
requirements of the energy industry. VAM USA performs on-site product development and qualification tests at its own state of the art Connection Technology Center, and offers 
extensive field service and technical services in support of projects across North America.
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While affiliated with Vallourec, VAM USA is a separate operating entity from Vallourec Star, a seamless pipe manufacturer with facilities in Youngstown (OH), Houston (TX), and 
Muskogee (OK).
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A Better Interface for Specs Direct Users

HOUSTON–AUGUST 22, 2016–Specs Direct is Vallourec’s online tool for capturing all of the data related to 

the Atlas Bradford® connections. It provides the details required on all products, including the DWC/C™ family.

With this new, refreshed look update users will find technical specifications based on connection, OD, weight and 
grade. Users will also have the option to view metric data for additional flexibility. Engineers preferring to work in the 

metric system can now be accommodated, just as on the VAM® CDS generators.

Our customers will continue to have  
access to blanking dimensions and 
data sheets required to assist in product  
selection, as well as providing product 
ratings and torque values for field instal-
lation.

The access to Specs Direct published  
reports is available to the public. For your 
convenience remember to bookmark the 

new URL. For questions or technical  

support contact tech.support@vam-usa.com.

For detailed Atlas Bradford® connection information visit DWC/C™, STL™, or HDL™
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